
5-classDemo 
 
Read the text and answer the questions.  
 
Once upon a time there was an old man with four sons. One day he said to his sons, 
‘I’m old now. Who wants to have our family farm? Who is the wisest?’ The first son said, 
‘I’m wise! I’m rich. I have a beautiful house and a horse.’ The second son said, ‘I’m 
wiser! I’m richer! I have a beautiful house, a horse and a shop.’ The third son said, ‘I’m 
the wisest!  I’m the richest! I have a beautiful house, a horse and two shops.’ Father 
didn’t like their words. He asked the youngest son, ‘Well, what about you? What do you 
have?’ The youngest son said, ‘I don’t have beautiful houses, horses and shops. I have 
my hands to work and my head to think’. Father liked his words very much. He said, 
‘Your youngest brother is the wisest. I want to give him our family farm’. The other sons 
stayed sad. 
 
1 Choose the right synonym to “wise”. 
A smart 
B interesting 
C well-behaved 
D funny 
 
2 Choose the right antonym to “beautiful”. 
A ugly 
B amazing 
C smart 
D bad 
 
3 Choose the odd word. 
A street 
B house 
C shop 
D farm 
 
4 Choose the right meaning to the word in CAPITAL letters. 
The other sons stayed SAD. 
A upset 
B happy 
C regular 
D clear 
 
5 Choose the right translation of the sentence. 
 “I have my hands to work and my head to think”. 
A Menda ishlash uchun qo’llarim va o’ylash uchun boshim bor. 
B Meni qo’llarim ishlash uchun lekin boshim ishlash uchun. 
C Qo’llarim doim ishlaydi va boshim o’ylaydi.  
D Hamma javoblar to’g’ri. 
  
6 Choose the right translation of the word “beautiful”. 
A chiroyli 
B ajoyib 
C qiziq 
D chiroyliroq 



 
7. Find the right Past Simple of this sentence given below. 
I don’t have beautiful houses, horses and shops. I have my hands to work and my 
head to think’. 
A I didn’t have beautiful houses, horses and shops. I had my hands to work and my 
head to think’. 
B I do have beautiful houses, horses and shops. I have my hands to work and my head 
to think’. 
C I not have beautiful houses, horses and shops. I have my hands to work and my head 
to think’. 
D I haven’t beautiful houses, horses and shops. I have my hands to work and my head 
to think’. 
 
8. Find the correct question to this sentence given below. 
I want to give him our family farm. 
A What does he want to give him? 
B What did he want to give him? 
C What he want to give him? 
D What do he want to give him? 
  
9. Put the words in the right order. 
worries / family/ about/ The/ their/ farm/ future. /and/ sons’/ his/ father 
A The father worries about their family farm and his sons’ future. 
B The father worries their family about farm and sons’ his future. 
C The father their about worries family farm and his sons’ future. 
D The father worries his about family farm and their sons’ future. 
 
10. Find the regular verb. 
A work 
B say 
C have 
D do 
 
11. Find the TRUE sentence from the text. 
A The third son has a beautiful house, a horse and two shops. 
B The first son was the richest among the sons. 
C The father is ill. 
D The father wanted to give their family garden to the third son. 
 
12. Find the FALSE sentence from the text. 
A Father liked his three sons’ words. 
B The father has four sons. 
C The father wants to give their family farm to the fourth son. 
D The youngest brother is the wisest. 
 
13. Find the correct word from the text to the definition given below. 
To believe something or have an opinion or idea is ______. 
A think 
B work 
C ask 
D like 
 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/believe
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/opinion
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/idea


14. Find the right answer to the statement from the text. 
The farm belonged to _______. 
A the family 
B father’s friend 
C four sons 
D nobody 
 
15. Find the right answer to the question from the text. 
Who has a beautiful house and a horse? 
A the first son 
B the second son 
C the third son 
D the fourth son 


